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In this scenario, undissolved gas bubbles pass the degassing 
device largely unaffected by the vacuum and will unfortunately 
reach your HPLC pump leading to unreliability and the 
consequent errors in analytical results. This led to the question 
as to what effect dissolved gas might have on the performance 
of peristaltic pumps.

In this study we fi rst investigated whether dissolved gas might 
also have an impact on peristaltic pumps and be the source of 
inequalities seen in the performance of dual cartridge systems 
[1]. In further investigations, we demonstrate the effect of 
undissolved gas bubbles on pump performance and introduce a 
novel solvent line monitoring device that provides a simple way 
of eliminating the problems resulting from this effect.

Experimental 
In this study, we used a dual cartridge peristaltic pump (Ismatec, 
Germany) equipped with two new lengths of Tygon tubing with 
a nominal ID of 0.76mm designed to deliver fl ow rates between 
0.1 and 5 mL/min. Flow rate was measured using two Liquid 
Chromatography Flowmeters (Testa Analytical, Germany) to 
precisely measure real-time fl ow rates of 0.01 to 5 mL/min. 
Deionised water was used as the experimental test liquid for 
our experiments. 

After conditioning the peristaltic pump at a nominal fl ow rate 
of 1 mL/min for several minutes, we started a ramp experiment 
with incremental increases in steps of 0,5 mL/min from 0,5 mL/
min to 5,0 mL/min nominal fl ow rate. Data was acquired on each 
step for about 120 seconds. Between steps, the fl ow rate was 
set to zero gain to ensure the same conditions for the whole 
ramping experiment. 

Our experiments were designed to investigate the different 
impact of dissolved gases and undissolved gas bubbles 
associated with dual channel peristaltic pumping of a liquid to a 
fl ow chemistry system or similar applications.

Our fi rst experiment investigated the comparative fl ow from 
the two channels of the peristaltic pump at different fl ow rates 
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Comparison of fl ow rate by dual cartridge peristaltic pump.

The results from our fi rst experiment revealed that the two 
peristaltic pump channels, thought to be identical as they are 
driven by a common shaft and equipped with the exact same 
length of tubing, performed quite differently with a notable 
increasing difference of real fl ow between the 2 channels. 

Peristaltic pumps are fl uid delivery tools widely used in laboratory techniques including HPLC, GPC/SEC, Flow Chemistry and Liquid 
Dosing. It is widely acknowledged that dissolved gas can have an impact on the performance of peristaltic pumps. A common 
solution to address this problem with HPLC systems, is to utilise a vacuum degasser on the inlet side of the pump. A vacuum 
degasser is fundamentally a chamber kept under vacuum pressure that contains a length of gas-permeable tubing leading the 
solvent to the pump. Using this technology, any gas dissolved in the solvent will be extracted in the vacuum chamber before it 
can reach the pump. Vacuum degassers have been shown to be very effi cient for removing dissolved gas, they do however fail 
completely if any undissolved gas bubbles are transported along the tubing. 
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In our second experiment we investigated the effect of 
connecting a dual channel Degasi vacuum degasser (Biotech 
AB, Sweden) on the inlet lines, between the solvent reservoir 
and pump. This is a set-up commonly used in many liquid 
chromatography applications to remove dissolved gases.

Figure 2. Comparison of fl ow rate by dual cartridge peristaltic pump 
with vacuum degasser.

As is clearly shown in Figure 2, the measured fl ow results are 
now very similar for both channels, a completely different result 
from experiment 1.

The above demonstrates the value of using a degasser with a 
peristaltic pump feeding solvent to a liquid chromatograph or fl ow 
chemistry system. Undoubtedly the degasser has done its job, 
removing dissolved gases, thereby improving overall performance 
of the peristaltic pump.

In our third experiment we investigated the effect of an 
undissolved gas bubble on the fl ow rate of liquids delivered by a 
peristaltic pump. 

To demonstrate the effect of undissolved gas we introduced a 
small gas bubble into the inlet line of one of the peristaltic pump 
channels while monitoring the fl ow rate (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Test of peristaltic pump air bubbles introduced.

The data above shows that the undissolved gas bubbles passed 
the vacuum degasser unperturbed. This caused the peristaltic 
pump to cavitate which is shown as periods of very high fl ow 
rate on the connected fl owmeter.

The reason for this effect is that an undissolved gas bubble will 
be compressed in the pump and once exiting the driven part of 
the tubing, it will expand thus accelerating the liquid creating a 
high fl ow rate period. 

Figure 3 demonstrates that peristaltic pumps (even when using 
degassers) are prone to undissolved gas bubbles producing 
erroneous results from any connected liquid system without any 
indication of a problem with the pumping system.

Our fourth and fi nal experiment was designed to investigate the 
behaviour of a peristaltic pump if solvent in the feeding reservoir 
fl ask runs dry. This was simulated by temporarily pulling the 
inlet tube out of the fl ask while the peristaltic pump was running, 
and fl ow was monitored. Results of this experiment can be seen 
below in Figure 4. 

As would be expected the measured fl ow rate dropped to zero 
quickly. The spikes of apparent fl ow shown are due to small 
droplets of residual solvent being pumped through the system.

Figure 4. Test of peristaltic pump empty reservoir.

Experiments 3 and 4 demonstrate that even a vacuum degasser 
is powerless when bubbles of undissolved gas travel are present 
in the solvent feed lines coming from your peristaltic pump. 

To address the problem of undissolved gas bubbles in solvent 
feed to liquid chromatography and fl ow chemistry systems, 
Testa Analytical has developed  the Solvent Line Monitor 
(Figure 5). The Solvent Line Monitor is a device designed to 
detect in real time undissolved gas bubbles within a length of 
translucent tubing.

Figure 5: Solvent Line Monitor. (courtesy: Testa Analytical)

The Solvent Line Monitor is a small stand-alone device that 
provides real-time detection of undissolved gas bubbles in 
solvent fl ow lines. This unique device is designed to safeguard 
your laboratory against the above described problem of 
undissolved gas bubbles in your pumped liquid feed or running 
out of solvent in critical applications. 
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By addressing these problems – the Solvent Line Monitor 
eliminates incorrect analytical results, system downtime, or even 
extensive equipment maintenance. Set up to automatically trigger 
shutdown of a pump or a switching valve, when a solvent flow line 
becomes empty or contains too many micro bubbles, the Solvent 
Line Monitor represents a valuable new safeguarding device 
that can be applied to any type of pump (peristaltic, syringe or 
membrane) serving HPLC, flow chemistry or liquid dosing system.

Conclusion
It is widely acknowledged that peristaltic pumps with multiple 
channels are of great value in many liquid chromatography, 
flow chemistry and dosing applications. However, operation of 
these pumps can be easily affected by dissolved gases. Using 
a vacuum degasser has been shown to be highly effective at 
addressing this problem. 

We have also shown that detection of undissolved gas bubbles, 
which are not removed by vacuum degassers, is crucial for safe 
and unperturbed operation of any liquid pump system. The Solvent 
Line Monitor is a valuable new monitoring device capable of 
safeguarding your HPLC, flow chemistry or liquid dosing system 
from the many problems caused by undissolved gas bubbles.

To get reliable optimised results we recommend using a non-
invasive flowmeter to accurately measure the effective flow rate 
of each channel from dual channel pumps in real time and to 
continuously monitor the flow from single pump channels. 
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Retention Modelling to Accelerate and Optimise Method Development of Biomolecules
The growing interest in biopharmaceuticals is a trend consistent over the past few years. Biopharmaceuticals 
are structurally complex and pose numerous challenges in drug development. Globally, R&D companies 
are working to combat the complicated drug analysis necessary for large molecules, while trying to reduce 
laborious method development.

Retention modelling has proven to be a successful technique in accelerating method development 
and optimisation. Pharmaceutical companies (like Novo Nordisk and Merck) are employing 
variations of this technique to integrate computer-assisted analysis with screening platforms for their 
chromatographic modelling.

Their method development strategy typically involves screening a wide range of columns and mobile phases that are known to generate large differences 
in selectivity. From these, the most promising column and mobile phase are selected, and a retention model is built by conducting a limited number of 
experiments. The retention model is then applied in silico to find the optimal temperature and gradient, assessing method robustness. In silico modelling is an 
effective tool to conduct fewer experiments and identify optimal conditions, improving the overall screening outcome and generating robust LC methods.

ACD/Labs’ LC Simulator functionality is used by Novo Nordisk and Merck, as part of their screening process to analyse the most comprehensive set of 
conditions. From there, they determine the best combinations of columns, stationary phases, and chromatographic techniques most suited for the sample. 
LC Simulator allows the user to define combined custom gradient and 2nd order temperature models (required for proteins) to find optimal selectivity and a 
suitable retention gradient. The results show the practicality and ease of use of the workflow and the modelling accuracy is shown to be the same for proteins 
and small molecules.

More information online: ilmt.co/PL/v1Yn

Helping Pharma to Update their USP Methods
The United States Pharmacopeia (USP) has modernised a substantial number of existing monographs to 
include ion chromatography (IC) methods for numerous pharmaceutical assays of APIs as well as analysis of 
impurities and excipients. Metrohm has cooperated with USP in this project as a partner and several of these 
monographs have been validated with Metrohm instruments and columns.

USP has embarked on a global initiative to modernise many existing monographs across all compendia.

In this context, numerous titrations, ion measurements, and other wet chemistry methods have been 
substituted by IC methods validated with instruments and columns from Metrohm. As a result, companies 
from the pharmaceutical industry can now replace their current methods by more modern IC methods making 
their daily routine analytics safer and more efficient.

Companies eager to modernise their pharmaceutical analysis are supported by Metrohm in making this change all the way from consultation to 
implementation and method validation. A list of USP monographs validated with Metrohm IC instruments is available from a dedicated hub on the 
Metrohm website.

More information online: ilmt.co/PL/e11p
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